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Brahmajarn Lee Wei-De
What was the most significant part of your experience – for you personally?
To be with a group of like minded people, being skilled in their own ways, coming together as one. Group consciousness, to connect with the shift of the energies from the
stars observing how the shifts are affecting the changes of the energy of earth in so
many different areas. Such as; the Ley lines, Vortexes, the waters, the oceans, the animals that live in the ocean animals that live on the land, the chakras of human beings,
the energy grids around the earth, so many aspects of life as all are citizens of earth.
For each of those people who are participants in ceremonies at this time as the shift is
taking place, I have gratitude and respect of all those brothers and sisters. The unity
that is being created from wisdom keepers and elders around the worlds at these times,
is os important to happen but, it is happening and that allows that unity to create a
cause and effect into counsels
How do you feel that experience affected the group, local community and do you
feel it did in fact have a global/universal effect?
I felt it created a unity and connection at a deeper level such as the soul level and with
that unity creating a clearer understanding of what each person in the group can do now
and in the future. But also making new contacts, new friends that have a like mind that
can support and commune together for the future too. Through that co-creation concept
people form different parts of the world that came together, are taking a part of their experiences home with them and sharing them with their local communities. As so on,
connecting with like minded people in the local communities to start expanding the cocreation. There was already a lot of gatherings around the world that had been established at such a valuable time of 12/12 and many of these communities have connected
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also. It is a clear indicator that a lot of people are waking up at this time. There seems to
be a consistency in the information that is being shared now it does not matter what culture, wisdom or teachings you are from, the same things are being said of how it will be
life on earth here and for the future.
After your experiences – what does the future hold for you now? - does it change
the way you view yourself/humanity/ responsibility as a light worker?
It has given me a deeper understanding of reiki, and as a reiki teacher and a healer, we
can do reiki on the waters, animals, plants, the trees, the earth. As some of these mentioned have been forgotten by teachers and reiki therapists that they actually can do
reiki in all of these areas mentioned. But many of the therapists want to look at the sky
and don't realise how much they can help in these areas. So for myself and also other
reiki therapist we can all do a bit more of this and help in the future.
About the way I view myself it makes me realise what I can do. I realise that a lot of
people are actually joining together to help more on earth it;s no longer an individual its
larger and larger groups of people but I did learn something more about connectivity
that people can be doing group meditation though doing that mediation in a group its
still only an individual until the connect and that connection would be generally with the
hands not breaking that connection they must connect by touching and its only that that
creates group consciousness as people are rising and resonating the same creating an
incredible power but still only if they share a connection by some touch.
Same as what has been said earlier its about continuing to learn how keep building
circles of people.

Apart from a great spiritual impact this experience had are there any emotional
mental and physical experiences you would like to share?
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For me personally, its just about the things that I have learned. On a mental viewpoint it
gave me a clearer picture of how uniquely different reiki is. So different to mediations
practices It gave me a mental clarity that a lot of the meditation practices are self will
and can be very dangerous.
So, some of those meditation practices are a selfish practice purely for self gain, monetary gain, love ownership and more!
People desire for more for themselves, without trying to help the bigger picture of other
people in our communities. Meditating from the heart itself and feeling love. The mind is
not thoughts, the mind is not greedy, the mind is not active will: What are you doing
here? But more: What can I do to help humanity while I am here?
What can you suggest people can do for their part in helping today and for the future?
Try to study and understand more about a saying that is spreading the world right now:
Get out of the head and into the heart. Try to study into subjects such as 6th Sense, Gut
Feeling and Intuition, where most of the time there is not a logic to explore these ares of
self-development, encorporating the 6th sense,feeling and intuition into a life style.
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